Behavioral changes in dementia, especially behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), may result in alterations in moral reasoning. Investigators have not clarified whether these alterations reflect differential impairment of care-based vs. rule-based moral behavior. This study investigated 18 bvFTD patients, 22 early onset Alzheimer's disease (eAD) patients, and 20 healthy age-matched controls on care-based and rule-based items from the Moral Behavioral Inventory and the Social Norms Questionnaire, neuropsychological measures, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) regions of interest. There were significant group differences with the bvFTD patients rating care-based morality transgressions less severely than the eAD group and rule-based moral behavioral transgressions more severely than controls. Across groups, higher care-based morality ratings correlated with phonemic fluency on neuropsychological tests, whereas higher rule-based morality ratings correlated with increased difficulty set-shifting and learning new rules to tasks. On neuroimaging, severe care-based reasoning correlated with cortical volume in right anterior temporal lobe, and rule-based reasoning correlated with decreased cortical volume in the right orbitofrontal cortex. Together, these findings suggest that frontotemporal disease decreases care-based morality and facilitates rule-based morality possibly from disturbed contextual abstraction and set-shifting. Future research can examine whether frontal lobe disorders and bvFTD result in a shift from empathic morality to the strong adherence to conventional rules.
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Introduction
Moral behavior, or rules of conduct for what is right or wrong, is a necessary component of human societies (Bzdok et al., 2012) . This universality of moral behavior implies that it has origins in evolution and substrates in cognition and the human brain. Many of the cognitive processes involved in moral behavior are located in the frontal regions of the brain (Fumagalli and Priori, 2012) . For example the prefrontal context has particular salience in adhering to social norms (Moll et al., 2002) , and it is generally more activated in those who are applying moral principles to moral dilemmas (Prehn et al., 2007) . Frontal involvement is also implicated when determining moral value of actions (Shenhav and Greene, 2010) . The medial frontal gyrus demonstrates increased activation when judging emotionally charged, unpleasant social scenes which represent moral violations (Moll et al., 2002) . Thus frontal system functioning is crucial for moral judgments that involve emotional processes, cognitive control, and mediating between emotional and rational considerations.
In addition to frontal regions, several regions within the temporal lobe are implicated in moral reasoning. In particular, the area around the superior temporal sulcus plays a role in moral processing of emotion (Kédia et al., 2008; Young et al., 2007; Young and Saxe, 2009), social cognition (Greene et al., 2004; Moll et al., 2002) , and decision-making (Greene et al., 2004; Heekeren et al., 2003) . Additionally, the identification of self-and group-oriented goals involves the anterior temporal cortex, particularly the superior temporal gyrus, where self-referential semantic knowledge 
